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Abstract
One major problem in the gemstone industry is that 
it is difficult to determine whether if a gemstone is 
natural or synthetic. Natural gemstones are found 
in the interior of the earth while the synthetic gems 
are created by people. The company Gemometrics 
has come across a product that makes it possible 
to distinguish these gemstones from each other, 
thus it solves the problem. This portable product 
is called GemPen and it is a lamp with a special 
wavelength that makes it possible to see which 
gems that are natural or synthetic. 

Gemometrics have chosen to focus on diamonds, 
rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. For the product 
GemPen, there is a protective case included, 
this case also works as a blackout that enables 
you to investigate these gemstones. To examine 
the gemstones, place the gems in the dark non-
reflective case and direct the light from the 
GemPen on the gemstones. There is a visual 
difference between the natural gemstones with 
the synthetic ones which makes it possible for the 
user to elucidate a result. When using the object 
GemPen, the gemstones that are natural has a 
natural clarity while the synthetic gemstones will 
shine by themselves (fluorescence). 

A prerequisite to be able to see the difference 
when using the GemPen, the gems that are about 
to be investigated should be placed in a darkening 
whereas little light as possible may come in. The 
GemPen reveals its best result of this study if you 
are in a dark surrounding or turn of the lights in a 
room. This could be an issue if you’re outside and 
don’t have access to a dark space. Gemometrics 
wants the product to work outside during the 
daytime and this is where my study comes in. 
The task of this master thesis was to examine how 
one can strengthen the proof of the difference in 
synthetic and natural gemstones. The design of the 
GemPen was not to be changed while it was said 
that the design of its case was possible. 

My role as a design engineer was to solve this 
dilemma and design a conceptual solution for 
people and the environment. An information 
gathering was completed and it was collected from 
articles, websites, interviews within the area of 
geology and optics. This resulted in three different 
solution suggestions:

1. To be able to use the same type of technique that 
can be found in cameras in the shape of a charged 
coupled device (CCD). A device that would be 
able to perceive wavelengths as the human eye 
can’t and therefore see the fluorescence which we 
can’t see when it is bright outside.

2. To use a band-pass filter. This would make it 
possible to let the wavelengths you want to see in, 
and the ones you do not want to see out.

3. Some sort of portable darkening that makes it 
possible to examine the gemstones while using the 
GemPen.
 
The idea of a portable darkening device was chosen 
since darkness is proved that is worked from the 
beginning compared with the other two concepts 
wish would need more evidence that it really 
could work. During the remaining part of the 
design process, a number of different approaches 
have been used to achieve the final result. I have 
worked on developing a Moodboard, coordinated 
a workshop and gathered pictures for inspiration.

A portable darkening that is now called 
“GemHood” is the result after 20 weeks. The 
details that make this GemHood unique are that 
it darkens your surroundings while it enables you 
to have your hands free for investigation. It is a 
folding hood that works as a darkening. It is easy 
to carry around and works as a complement for 
the GemPen and its associated case.

Keywords: Geology, Optics, Darkening, Design/-process



Sammanfat tn ing
Ett stort problem i ädelstensindustrin är att det är 
svårt att avgöra om en ädelsten är naturlig eller 
syntetisk på ett lätt och smidigt sätt. Naturliga 
ädelstenar hittas i jordens inre och de syntetiska 
ädelstenarna är tillverkad av människan. Företaget 
Gemometrics har kommit på en produkt som 
löser problematiken kring urskiljningen. Den 
bärbara produkten heter GemPen och är en lampa 
med en speciell våglängd som gör det möjligt att 
se vilka ädelstenar som är naturliga och syntetiska.  

Gemometrics har valt att inrikta sig på 
ädelstenarna: Diamant, rubin, safir och smaragd. 
GemPen har ett skyddande etui som även fungerar 
som mörkläggning för ädelstenarna man vill 
undersöka. För att undersöka ädelstenarna placerar 
man dem i den mörka icke reflekterande insidan av 
etuiet och riktar GemPens ljus mot ädelstenarna. 
För att avgöra skillnaden på ädelstenarna är det 
den visuell skillnad på de naturliga och syntetiska 
ädelstenarna som bevisar detta vid användning av 
GemPen med tillhörande etui. Vid användning av 
GemPen är det ädelstenarna som är naturliga som 
har sin naturliga klarhet och de ädelstenar som är 
syntetiska som själv lyser (fluorescerar). 

En förutsättning för att kunna se skillnaden vid 
användning av GemPen är att ädelstenarna som 
ska undersökas placeras på en mörk bakgrund där 
så lite ljus från omgivningen kommer åt. GemPen 
fungerar, men resultatet blir som bäst om man 
släcker ner eller befinner sig på en mörk plats 
vid användandet. Detta kan vara problematiskt 
då man är utomhus eller inte har tillgång till en 
mörk plats. Gemometrics vill att produkten ska 
kunna användas även på en ljus plats utan tillgång 
till mörker. Uppgiften var att undersöka hur man 
kan förstärka bevisningen av att det är syntetiska 
och naturliga ädelstenar. Ett krav var att GemPens 
utformning skulle vara oförändrad. Det var okej 
att ändra om etuiet.  

Nyckelord: Geologi, Ljuslära, Mörkläggning, Design, Designprocess.

Min roll som designingenjör var att lösa 
problematiken samt att utforma en konceptuell 
lösning som är anpassad för människa och miljö. 
Det som har gjorts är en informationsinsamling 
där information har tagit från artiklar, webbsidor 
och intervjuer inom området geologi och ljus lära. 
Detta resulterade i tre olika lösningsförslag:

1.) Att använda sig av samma teknik som finns i 
en kamera i form av en Coupled Charge Device 
(CCD). Denna produkt ska kunna uppfatta 
ljusvåglängder som det mänskliga ögat inte kan 
och därmed kunna se fluorescens som vi inte ser 
när det är ljust ute.

2.) Att använda sig av ett bandpassfilter. Det skulle 
kunna släppa igenom de ljusvåglängder som man 
vill se och lämna ute det andra. 

3.) Någon form av portabel mörkläggning som 
gör det möjligt att undersöka ädelstenarna 
tillsammans med GemPen. 

Idén om en portabel mörkläggning valdes att 
gå vidare med pga. att mörker är det som man 
vet från början fungerar. De andra två koncept 
förslagen skulle behöva mer undersökning och 
hade inte tillräckligt med bevis för om de skulle 
kunna fungera. Under resterande designprocess 
har ett antal olika tillvägagångssätt använts för att 
nå ett slutresultat. Jag har jobbat med att ta fram en 
”Mood board”, hållit i en ”workshop”, ”prototypat” 
och sammanställt ”inspirationsbilder”.20 veckors 
arbete resulterade i en portabel mörkläggning som 
namngetts till GemHood. Det som gör GemHood 
unik är att den mörklägger och att man kan 
jobba med båda händerna fria på plats. Det är en 
utfällbar hoodie som fungerar som mörkläggning. 
Den går enkelt att bära med sig och fungerar som 
ett komplement till GemPen med sitt tillhörande 
etui.
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INTRODUCTION

1

This master thesis is about investigating and reaching a concept to facilitate the use of an 
existing technology that a  company called ”Gemometrics” has implemented on gemstones 
such as diamonds, rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. The company ”Studio Doms” are 
responsible for the design of the so-called LED lamp ”GemPen” that is used to inspect whether 
the gems are natural or synthetic. The ”GemPen” is similar to a small penlight where the 
light is directed on the gems that are placed in a supplied case. Their work has therefore 
been developed for ”Geometrics” to investigate if there is a way to facilitate and improve the 
visual experience of gemstones. I was informed at the beginning of this project that the best 
result with the ”GemPen” was given in complete darkness, therefore my contribution has been 
focused on solving this issue.
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Figure 1. GemPen & it´s associated case



At the moment it is difficult to determine whether if a diamond, sapphire, ruby or emerald 
is natural or synthetic. A natural gemstone is created in the shell of the earth for millions 
of years, while a synthetic gemstone is made by humans in labs or factories. The big issue 
is that the gemstones that are made from nature are considered more valuable than the 
non-natural due to the fact that they are limited and harder to find. 

In this field of work there is a big confusion and therefore there are a lot of people that 
use this to their advantage. The so-called”frauds” sell synthetic gemstones and make them 
appear as if they are natural. Some gemstones in a piece of jewelry are crafted with a 
combination of natural and synthetic matter. This occurs within the jewelry industry and 
it is consequently difficult for the retailers to be able to provide a fair price assessment. 
Places where you may need to investigate the value of a gemstone can also be found in 
more exclusive environments than jewelry stores, for example, the mine or out in the 
jungle. 

In the assessment of how we evaluate gemstones today, we may use a loupe which is 
a device that enables you to see small details more closely. Apart from this, you can 
also measure its density and weight. In further investigations, you may find the more 
advanced techniques in for example laboratories. If you are about to investigate whether 
if a gemstone is natural or synthetic, a big issue is that the gear you find in laboratories are 
usually very expensive to use and the process time could take even longer. The company 
Gemometrics in Luleå has researched in how to use energetic light with a short wavelength 
from a LED (light emitting diode) lamp to distinguish the natural gemstones from the 
synthetic ones. They have chosen to focus their work on diamonds, rubies, sapphires, and 
emeralds. For this technique that has been developed and implemented, the design studio 
“Studio Doms” has created a design to adapt for usage. The result is a LED that is named 
”GemPen”. The GemPen has got an associated case with a purpose to keep and protect the 
gemstones while observing. It also works as a darkroom.

In operation you first of all, take out the GemPen and put the gemstones you want to 
investigate in the dark, non-reflective case. Now you can target the light with a specific 
wavelength by using the ”GemPen” onto the gemstones. The gemstones fluoresce and 
gives a specific light depending on if they are natural or synthetic. In the assessment, it 
also depends on the heat treatment the gemstones possess. 

The gemstones that show a clear light-blue color are the ones that are synthetic. The ones 
who don’t give any color at all are natural and therefore do not fluoresces. A problem is 
that it could be difficult to see the emission of light because of the surrounded light and 
the human eye finds it difficult to perceive the specific lights with their wavelength. Today 
you have to turn off the lights or be in a dark surrounding to able to see while you’re using 
the GemPen. 

 

 

BACKGROUND
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The ones who would benefit from this upcoming solution are manufactures, users as 
gemologists or jewelers. In a bigger perspective are the public also affected for the better 
and the solution would also be more forbearing to the environment.

The manufactures must also be able to have the tools to craft the out-thought solution 
according to the amount that is planned for sale. The users are concerned thus they 
need to have a product that easily can be transported to different types of environments, 
everything from the jungle to the exclusive shops that are opened to serve its purpose. 
The design is vital since it entails a positive feeling for the customer when using it. The 
product should, therefore, be easy and ergonomic to use. The environment gets affected 
for better or worse depending on how the product is being used and how it is produced. 
The outsourcer for this master thesis is Studio Doms and Gemometrics. They expect a 
solution that is in line with their product and that in the future hopefully generates an 
income. This scientific report will be in line with the demands from the University of LTU 
and shall demonstrate a high international standard.

OBJECTIVES & AIMS
The project is being executed because the company Gemometrics needs research in their 
line of work and a solution for their existing product GemPen and its relative case. The 
product is supposed to work everywhere even though it is not dark. The result expects 
to add a good design that fulfills its purpose and contributes to a better user experience. 

What I will present towards the end of this project is a prototype that enables usage while 
it’s dark so that Gemometrics existing product works everywhere no matter what light 
condition there is. I have few question formulations that I will answer in this master thesis 
to facilitate the understanding of this work. 

Research quest ions
Is there any other solution in addition to darkening which makes 
the GemPen and its case work even though there is a bright en-
vironment?

How can you work with the Gempen and its associated case even 
when there is a bright environment using a chosen solution?

STAKEHOLDERS
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PROJECT SCOPE
The work will be performed for a period of twenty weeks. It is only 
diamonds, rubies, sapphires and emeralds and not any other gems to 
which the work is to be performed. It is only the visual experience 
that is to be enhanced when using the GemPen and its associated 
case. This makes it easier to know which gems that are natural or 
synthetic.
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This thesis report is divided into 7 chapters. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter contains a review of the project, as a reader you 
get an overview of the background to the task and information 
about the stakeholders, objectives and aims.

Chapter 2: Context 
This chapter covers the field of gemstones and what different 
tools that are used for the investigating gemstones.

Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 
This chapter presents various theories that have been relevant 
for this work.

Chapter 4: Method and Implementation 
Here are all the methods presented that has been used for this 
work. At the end of the chapter is there a discussion of the con-
tent.

Chapter 5: Results 
Here are the results of the work explained and the final concept 
is presented.

Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusions 
This chapter contains a discussion about the entire work. 
The Research questions will be answered  here as well as the 
recommendations for further work.

Chapter 7: References 
This chapter contains all references that have been used 
throughout the work. The reference system complies with the 
APA guidelines.

THESIS OUTLINE

6



CONTEXT

2

This chapter describes what context the assignment works in and it contains a current state 
and a benchmarking. 

Darkening is something that is known for working, but in order to investigate if there were 
any other drafts that are not about darkening; a survey was performed in geology that is 
aimed at the actual gems and what geology is about. This information was relevant for its 
purpose and basis of the subject.

The current state tells us of how the situation is today and it gives us the information that 
is needed to understand the context that has led us to the assignment of this master thesis. 
The part about benchmarking contains information about the chosen gemstones: diamonds, 
emeralds, rubies, and sapphires. Similar solutions to the existing product and products that 
work within the same areas have also been a starting point. I have made an interview with 
an expert in geology that I also refered to. For more information about the interview; see the 
appendix.  
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In today’s society, we use gemstones in many different 
types of areas, for instance: the industry, jewelry, 
and sales. According to (Nationalencyklopedin, 
n.d; personal communication, 9 May 2018) is a 
gemstone termed as a mineral found in the interior 
of the earth and used in jewelry. Nowadays one can 
also produce many gems artificially. Gemstones 
are minerals that are considered more beautiful 
due to their shine and color. The most precious 
gemstones are diamonds, sapphires, rubies, and 
emeralds. We grind the gemstones in order for 
them to be as beautiful as possible. A gemstone is 
supposedly rare thence its increased value.

According to J. Orstadius (Personal 
communication. 9 May 2018) when you examine 
gemstones, you will undergo certain steps.

Step 1
The first thing is to examine if it is a gemstone and 
not another type of material such as glass or cubic 
zirconia.

Step 2 
Next step is to observe what type of gemstone it 
might be.

Step 3
That is to see if the gemstone is natural or synthetic.

Step 4
The last step is to see whether synthetic or natural 
gemstone has passed some sort of treatment, for 
example, heat treatment or chemical treatment.

CURRENT STATE
According to J. Orstadius (Personal 
communication. 9 May 2018), A major problem 
that has lasted for a long time is that it has not 
been possible to determine whether gemstones are 
synthetic or natural in a simple and easy way. A 
natural gemstone is significantly more valuable in 
comparison to a synthetic even though they have 
the exact same atomic structure and are identical in 
the properties of the material. The only difference 
is that synthetic gemstones are factory made and 
the natural gemstones are made from the bedrock 
for millions of years. With the product GemPen 
will you be able to see the difference and therefore 
solve this problem. The GemPen is a small LED 
with a specific wavelength. When you target the 
light onto the gemstones you want to examine 
whether they fluorescent or if they are natural 
thus remains in their natural color. The GemPen 
works best when it’s dark which can be difficult 
to highlight when you’re out in nature and don’t 
have access to a dark place. The project focuses on 
investigating how to improve the visually perceived 
difference in natural and synthetic gemstones 
when using the GemPen and its associated case. 
The GemPen is used for examining diamonds, 
rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. The “GemPen” 
is intended for gemologists. In September 2018, 
the GemPen will be released on the market and 
it is estimated to cost 40 000 SEK. Gemometrics 
seeks a complement to their product that can solve 
the visual experience and thereby enhance the 
knowledge of separating gemstones. 
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That is the transmission of light from any form of matter that absorbs energy in the 
form of light or other electromagnetic radiation. When sending energy to matter, the 
electrons jump to an excited state. When the electrons then jump back to their ground 
condition, they have to get rid of energy and this is in the form of heat as well as photons 
that are released. It is the photons that emit light. The light from the photons has a longer 
wavelength than the wavelength of the added energy. The shorter the wavelength is in the 
rising light, the more energy is coming (Nationalencyklopedin, n.d).

The word “gem” originates from the Latin word ge´mma, which means gemstone or jewel. 
The Greek word logi´a means doctrine. Gemmology is the science about gemstones 
(Nationalencyklopedin, n.d). 

Fluorescence
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Figure 2. Fluorecense



A diamond is a form of carbon that has been transformed under 
very high pressure in the interior of the earth. The diamond is the 
hardest substance according to Bohr’s hardness scale and is there-
fore very useful in the industry, for example in grinding machines 
and drills. Because of that, the light in a diamond is broken down 
in a beautiful way, they have become one of the most precious gems  
(Nationalencyklopedin, n.d; personal communication, 9 Maj 2018).

Diamond 

Sapphires 

Rubies 

Emerald
The emerald is a gemstone that is green and it contains from the mi-
neral beryl and a small amount from the element chromium which 
gives it its green color  (Nationalencyklopedin, n.d; personal com-
munication, 9 Maj 2018).

Sapphires consist from the mineral corundum and contain a small 
mixture of the elements titanium and iron which gives it its blue co-
lor. Sapphires are blue and they are usually found in the same places 
as rubies  (Nationalencyklopedin, n.d; personal communication, 9 
Maj 2018).

Rubies are red and also consists from the mineral corundum. The 
color red comes from a small part of the element chromium. The 
gemstone ruby is also expensive and symbolizes royal dignity and 
love (Nationalencyklopedin, n.d). 

Gemstones
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Figure 3. Gemstones



When you examine gemstones, you can do it in a laboratory where you should gain access to more 
advanced tools. It’s also very common to use simpler tools such as a loupe, for example, if you’re in the 
jungle and you want to examine a gemstone. Gemstones that have been found in nature are rough and 
called crude stones. There are different types of research methods for gemstones. To determine what 
type of gemstone it is, one should always work towards the gemological fundamentals. The gemological 
fundamentals are to investigate the weight, the density and observe the color of a gemstone that can be 
seen with the naked eye. For more advanced research, there are a number of other tools According to J. 
Orstadius (Personal communication. 9 May 2018)  In the upcoming section, different existing tools and 
methods are presented that can investigate gemstones.

Polarimeter: To be able to determine what type of crystal system 
a gemstone consists from, one may use a polarimeter. It contains a 
lamp and two polarized filters which makes it possible see specific 
optical characteristics within a gemstone. You use the polariscope by 
placing the transparent or translucent object you want to examine in 
the middle between the two filters. By turning one of the filters you 
can read what crystal system the object has(Awaken Crystals 2014)

Microscope: According to Olof Beckman 
(n.d.), a microscope is a tool that is used to 
look at the inclusions within a gemstone. 
There are different types of microscopes but 
the fundamental function is that it gives you 
an enlarged view of the object and it allows 
you to see things that are too small for the 
naked eye to see.

Loupe: It originates from the French word 
“loupe” which is the same thing as a small 
magnifying glass. A loupe is common in the 
jewelry industry and can enlarge an item up to 
10 times(Nationalencyklopedin, n.d.).

BENCHMARKING
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Figure 4.Loupe, Polarimeter, Microscope



X-ray Fluorescence (XRF): You target 
the material you want to investigate and 
measure the fluorescence. With this, you 
can read which matter it consists from 
(Hitachi High-Tech GlobalTV 2018).

Spectrometer: It is an optical instrument that is used to read 
the absorption spectrum of the material. With this, you can see 
what type of material the gemstone possess. The spectrometer 
divides light into a spectrum that then targets the gemstones. 
Of the different colors in the spectrum directed at the gem, you 
can analyze the wavelength of the emission from the gemstone. 
By using this method you can gather information on the object 
(BioNetwork 2011).

Refractometer: A refractometer is a tool 
that is used to see how the light breaks in a 
gemstone. (Awaken Crystals 2014).

X-ray diffraction (XRD): According to Asplund (2012) has 
the x-ray diffraction method been used for centuries within 
gemmology. X-rays are shot through the gemstone and display 
a pattern on a photographic film, which determines its origin, 
chemical composition and physical proportions of the mineral.

12
Figure 5.XRD, XRF, Spectrometer, Refractometer



Gemlogis TAUPE diamond segregator: This product focuses on diamonds. It can carry with UV 
lights to determine if the diamonds are natural or synthetic. When used, first of all, you lift up a 
lid and insert the diamond. Then you close the lid and press a button which then gives you the 
result of what type of gemstone it is (Esslinger n.d)

Presidium synthetic Diamond screener: Works sort of in the same principle way as the Gemlogis 
TAUPE Diamond segregator but has a different design (Präsentiert n.d).

Melee Inspector: The company “Gemetrix” has developed a product that uses UV light.  In this 
product, there is a plate with a trail system where you can place a diamond in each square. The 
plate with diamonds is brought into an insulated box which prevents lights to come in, expect 
an opening where a small lens is placed. The idea is to read this lens with help from a mobile 
camera. The user places the camera over the lens hole and turns on the UV lights by clicking on 
a button that is placed outside the box. After reviewing all of these steps thoroughly you then 
wait for a few seconds before the UV lights then switch off. When it now is dark you will then 
with your camera only be able to see the gemstones that are fluorescent. To be able to identify 
in which check pattern the synthetic diamonds are placed, the user then puts on a regular light 
inside the box and takes a photo. This is the last step of this process and it gives you the possibility 
to compare these two pictures with each other (Gemetrix, n.d).

Gemlogis Pistachio referential meter: This product uses infrared radiation to see if diamonds 
or emeralds are real or fake. It contains a small lamp that you target on the gemstones and the 
answer will then be displayed onto a detector (Struller, n.d). 

Presidium Adams Diamond Tester: It can exaggerate the color from gemstones and separate 
the ones that are real from fake (Gesswein, n.d).

Gemoro ultra tester 3+:  Distinguishes if a gemstone is real or fake (sykesser, n.d)

There are many different types of products that use short waves to see if 
gems are synthetic or natural. Here are some tools to examine whether if a 
gemstone is synthetic or natural; 

There are different types of products that can determine if a gemstone is fake, in other 
words, a different type of material than the gem itself. The material cubic zirconia 
resembles a lot like a diamond visually but has a totally different atomic structure. 
Here is some tools to determine if a gemstone is real or fake
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THEORY

3

In order to strengthen the choices that been made in the design process, there are theories 
that have been shown to be good for this particular work. Because the work is about finding a 
solution that will be adapted to the human being, there are theories dealing with this. To get 
such an objective picture of a theory and to critically review the sources, there are different 
sources that support the same statement, but there are also sources that mean the opposite of 
a statement or theory. The chapter begins with what industrial design engineering means to 
get an understanding of the view that the mission has been based on. After the initial section, 
the chapter continues with theories that are considered relevant for the work.
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According to Eekels (1987) is industrial design engineering a combination of industrial 
design and mechanical engineering. An engineer designer is a problem solver and has a 
great knowledge of the whole procedure from an idea to a finished product. They have a 
broad knowledge and cares both for the aesthetic and the functional. For example, what 
type of material one should use, the output in manufacturing and the utilization (Ashby 
& Johnson, 2005). Always adapt to human behavior when you design, and see what type 
of restrictions and opportunities there is (Norman, 2013). According to Tovey (1997) is 
industrial design more focused on the artistic and creative part of the product develop-
ment. It is also an aspiration that the product is adapted after the human being. Mecha-
nical engineering is more focused on the mechanical, dynamical and thermodynamical 
part of developing a product.

USER EXPERIENCE
For this project, it is good to understand the value of good user experience. It’s not just about 
creating a product that works. The goal is that the product should also be comfortable to use.  
 
User experience (UX) is important to take into consideration when you design after the 
human in focus. This is what the whole experience of the design is all about. The process 
could be from reading the manuals at the store until you find yourself at home opening the 
package and experiencing the first physical interaction with the design. When someone 
asks how it is to use a product it means what the user experience the product has. User 
experience is what happens when a product interacts with the person that use it and 
how it is perceived and feels for that person (Garret, 2011, Bevan, 2009, nngroup, n.d).  
 
To achieve high-quality user experience the first step is to meet the exact needs 
of the customers, the next step is to make simplicity and elegance so it creates a 
joyful experience for the user. User experience is not only to give the customer 
what they think they want, it is about to give them what they did not think 
they need but what they really needed and can’t be without. To achieve a good 
result you have to look at the situation from a lot of perspectives (nngroup, n.d). 
 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
ENGINEERING
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Usability is relevant to this work as it appears 
from the sources that it is important to adapt 
the product to the person whom the product 
is used for. It is important that the use of 
the product becomes easy to use so that the 
purpose of the product will be fulfilled. The 
product should not, for example, cause any 
injuries for the user which can happen if the 
product is not adapted for the user. It’s also 
important to have in mind for what kind of 
people the design is for and what knowledge 
and background the person has. In this case 
is the product for a person that knows how to 
use GemPen and its associated case.  

Usability is a term which means that one knows 
whom they’re designing for and adapt to it. It 
has been seen that efficiency increases in a 
workplace where the environment is adapted 
after the people. People want to use products 
that are ergonomic and are adapted for usage 
(Jordan, 1998). Jordan (1998) tell us that before 
people were willing to compromise with the 
lack of use of a product when they only got 
the technical advantage, but nowadays is the 
usability a big competitiveness on the market. 
People are more willing to buy a product that 
is more adapted to the person. Usability is 
important for the safety, for example, if a car 
stereo is difficult to use then it might cause a 
problem when the person is driving the car, 
which could cost the drivers life (Jordan, 
1998). 

When you talk about usability are there 
different things to take in account to measure 
the usability: effectiveness is one thing, which 
means how much you can produce on a 
certain time in a fabric for example. 

Efficiency is another thing which means what 
you need to achieve a certain goal. The less 
you need the better efficiency it is. 

When you talk about usability are there different 
things to take in account to measure the usability: 
effectiveness is one thing, which means how much 
you can produce on a certain time in a fabric for 
example. Efficiency is another thing which means 
what you need to achieve a certain goal. The less 
you need the better efficiency it is. Satisfaction is 
the most important aspect when you measure the 
usability and that is about how much the person 
like to use the product. “A product that is usable 
for one person will not necessarily be used for 
another”(Jordan, 1998, p. 8). It has a lot to do 
with the person’s experience, domain knowledge, 
cultural background, disability, age, and gender. 
Learnability is also one important thing to take 
into account when measuring the usability of a 
product. That has to do with how easy a certain 
thing is to learn. If it is very difficult to learn how 
to use the product then is the usability low on that 
certain point of view (Jordan, 1998).  

According to Cheung & Bryant (2006) Should 
Usability be intuitive, efficient, pleasurable, 
effective in achieving a users end goals. If the 
design is adapted to the human being, but it does 
not achieve its purpose, then it is not a good 
design. A good design should functional.

According to Brinkman (2003), when undergoing 
tests on the usability you can do it without including 
people, this is called the “pre-analytic method”. If 
you include people while going through tests in 
usability, then it is called an “empirical method” 
(Brinkman, 2003).
 
 

USABILITY
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Anthropometry originates from the Greek word 
“anthrōpos”, which means human and “metron” 
that stands for measurements or tools to measure 
(Nationalencyklopedin, n.d). 

You do not always have to figure out the body size 
or shape when you design a product. One can 
always obtain previous statistics and design. If you 
try to design something for everyone, it could end 
up not being suitable for anyone instead. It could 
be advantageously to have an adjustable design 
that could adapt to more people (Pheasant, 1996).

Anthropometry has a lot to do with ergonomics 
and measurements of the human’s shape, working 
capacity and body size (Bohgard et al., 2015; 
Pheasant, 1996). 

“Anthropometry is the branch of the human 
sciences that deals with body measurements” 
(Pheasant, 1996, p. 6). 

Many of all the ergonomic injuries and accidents 
could be avoided if designers took into account 
how the human being is shaped (Pheasant, 1996; 
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, 2013).

According to Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan 
(2013) Is bad adjustment of design a proceeded 
throughout the work. According to the facts, 
anthropometry is something that has been tested 
for a long time in the human beings history that 
works and there are facts about data of the human 
body available to use.

ANTHROPOMETRY
A workplace must have a thorough analysis of the 
duty and what kind of tools that will be used. It is of 
great importance that the persons that are going to 
use the workplace are involved in the design. When 
the dimension is designed it is also important to 
have access to anthropometric data about humans’ 
measure. Population differences dependent on 
gender, age and ethnicity. For example, do women 
have different proportions than men and that 
is something that many women can feel when a 
product is adapted to the male population (Kungliga 
Tekniska Högskolan, 2013; Pheasant, 1996). 
 
Already year 15 BC said the Roman architect 
Vitruvius that the proportions of the human 
body are aesthetically appealing and should be 
the basis for the design of our houses. Great effort 
was made to investigate which laws governed 
those proportions, among other things, discussed 
the golden ratio. A well-known image from 
these discussions is Leonardo da Vinci’s (1452-
1519) drawing of a man with outstretched arms 
and legs surrounded by a circle and a square. 
This image has often been used as a symbol of 
ergonomics (Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, 2013). 
 
This information has been an important part of 
determining the mission, as it is about producing 
a product for people who will use Gemometrics 
products. In order to get as good design as 
possible, the design has been adapted to human 
dimensions early in the design process and 
proceeded throughout the work. According to the 
facts, Anthropometry is something that has been 
tested for a long time in the human beings history 
that works and there are facts about data of the 
human body available to use.
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When designing to suit human needs, there is a collective term named HCD (Human- 
Centered Design). This is a creative approach to develop solutions tailored to humans. 
During the design process, completely different solutions can be found when your adap-
ting the solutions to people than if you design without taking it into account (IDEO, 
2015).

According to Norman (2013), you should adopt the solutions to everyone when you de-
sign, otherwise it is just a customized solution for only some people. People get frustrated 
when things not work and is hard to understand and is not adapted to human needs. 

“The solution is human-centered design (HCD), an approach that puts human needs, 
capabilities, and behavior first, then designs to accommodate those needs, capabilities, 
and ways of behaving” (Norman, 2013, p. 8).

Human-centered design is a philosophy which means to start with a good understanding 
of people's needs and proceed with the design from that. God design also starting with an 
understanding of technology and psychology, it also requires good communication from 
machine to person. That means for example that the machine gives the response when 
something goes well or something goes wrong and what kind of solution there might be 
when it goes wrong. The problem arises when the design goes wrong and it is important 
that the machine gives feedback on what can be done (Norman, 2013) 

According to Wikberg et al. (2015), one should design for the people instead of what the 
human should adapt to the design. You need to understand the importance of people’s 
conditions when it comes to measurements, lengths, ages, sizes, early experiences, and 
cultural expectations. Good design is something that people don't notice but if the pro-
duct or service is miss fitted to the people it turns out in frustration and that becomes 
apparent that it is bad design.  

“If we knew the answer when we started, what could we possibly learn? How could we 
come up with creative solutions? Where would the people we’re designing for guide us?” 
(IDEO, 2015, p. 23).

HUMAN-CENERED 
DESIGN
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According to (Timoty, 2007) is it important to not 
just grab any color when you design for people. 
Every color represents something and brings a 
specific emotion. Colors can also bring different 
perception for different people based on culture 
and specific experience. When choosing colors, 
one should remember what contrast the colors 
are next to. A color may appear to pop up from 
the other colors. That can happen when the 
surrounding is not as clear or bright as the color 
that pops up. There is something called a color 
circle that has its opposite color on the opposite 
side. Red and green are two examples of two 
opposite colors. If you want to emphasize a green 
color, you can take more red to the green colors 
surroundings (Morioka & Stone, 2008). Colors 
have traditionally been associated with different 
emotional states from the colors of the daily 
rhythm. Yellow Colors: informative / Lightening, 
Orange Colors: Energetic / Cheerful, Red Colors: 
Accurate / Concerned, Violet Colors: Deepening 
/ Unstable / Secret, Blue Colors: Calming / 
Wide, Green Colors: Harmonizing / Mediating 
(Gundersen, Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen, 1996). 
Color can be very noticeable and is one of the most 
effective tools to communicate with observers. 
Colors are used to specify meaning to an 
environment or a product, attract attention, group 
elements and improve aesthetic (Sherin, 2011). A 
color has a specific wavelength. Eyes can perceive 
colors with wavelengths that have fluctuations 
between 380-780 nanometers. 1 nanometer is 
1/1000 000 mm. Then there are wavelengths that 
the human eye cannot perceive as being either 
smaller or larger than the wavelength of the human 
eye (Gundersen, Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen, 
1996; Kuhlhorn, 2017). Sunlight contains all 
wavelengths and is white. This can be proved by 
directing sunlight against a prism that divides the 
light into its various constituents. Each wavelength 
has a lot of energy. The shorter the wavelength is, 
the more energy it contains. When you see an 
object that is white, it reflects all wavelengths. 
Black color absorbs, on the other hand, all colors.  
 

COLORS
This is what explains why black clothes can be 
perceived as warmer than white. All heat that 
the wavelengths produce is absorbed by black 
and reflected by white (Gundersen, Kjernsmo 
& Reinhardtsen 1996). Colors have different 
temperatures. Cold colors contain more blue 
and a warm color contains more yellow and red 
(Gundersen, Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen, 1996). In 
a color circle, the color that has the largest contrast 
on the opposite side is called complementary 
colors. Red, yellow and blue are basic colors and 
are completely pure colors. They contain only 
their own color. When mixing two of these colors, 
you get a different color, like green, it is a half-
pure color that is a mixture of blue and yellow. 
Mixing two complementary colors will make it 
gray. If you look at a white paper after looking 
on a color, you will see its complementary color, 
which is called after formation (Gundersen, 
Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen, 1996; Kuhlhorn, 2017).  
There are different types of contrasts between 
colors, for example, Cold / Warm contrast: For 
example, a color that is more in the blue/greenway 
that is set against a color that is more in red/
yellow. Light and dark contrast: For example, 
black to white has a large light / dark contrast. 
Surface contrast: For example, there may be two 
similar colors located on two different types of 
surfaces. A surface is more matte, which means 
that the wavelengths are reflected in different 
directions and the other color can be on a shiny 
surface which then reflects the color in one 
direction. What also happens on a shiny surface 
is that it takes in the colors of the surroundings 
a lot more that is reflected in the shiny surface 
(Gundersen, Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen 1996). 
When choosing a color on something, it’s good 
to know what the purpose is. If you want the 
color that harmonizes with the surroundings, 
it’s good to look at the colors in the surrounding 
and think about the contrast laws. If you want 
the item to stand out more, it is good to increase 
the contrast in the color from the surroundings 
(Gundersen, Kjernsmo & Reinhardtsen 1996). 
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Clothes can be made of both natural fibers and man-made fibers. 
Natural fibers come from nature, such as linen and cotton, or 
from animals like wool or silk. Man-made fibers are made artifi-
cial from the humans.

Regenatfibers are an example of artificial fibers that are extracted 
from a natural material, usually wood pulp from a fil. Viscose and 
lyocell are common examples of that. Synthetic fibers are produ-
ced in a chemical way and are a kind of plastic that is often ex-
tracted from petroleum. The most common example is polyester 
(Sverigekonsumenter, n.d).

According to the personal service at “Ohlson's Tyger” wish is a 
place where you by textile and material for sewing in Sickla, 
Stockholm, Sweden (personal communication 2018 June 5)  is 
there some textile fabric that is made for blackout especially for 
curtains. Often is the fabric made out of three different layers with 
a dark layer in the middle that makes it 95 % completely dark and 
prevent light to come true. The fabric is often made of polyester. 
The fabric is non-stretchable and you can choose colors with the 
same color at both side or one color at one side and another on 
the other and fabric with a pattern. There are other fabrics that 
can be used as darkening that is easy to carry and doesn't weight 
that much such as fabric for resist water that you often can see at 
sportswear and tents. The problem with that fabric is that it is not 
that dark as blackout fabric for curtains with three layers. You can 
use another textile fabric but if you want to have it for a blackout is 
the recommendation to put many layers. That can be heavy if the 
clothing is supposed to be portable. 

TEXTILE FABRIC
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A bandpass filter lets the wavelengths you want to observe through and filters out all 
other wavelengths. It is useful in different types of microscopes. It is an electric filter that 
only lets specific signals within a certain frequency pass through  (Nationalencyklopedin, 
n.d.). 

According to Holmgren. A ( personal communication, 2018 22 may) who is a professor 
at Luleå, the University of Technology in light and emission, is the problem with a band-
pass filter that it wouldn't show contours if it would be used. The whole filter would be 
the color of the wavelength that could pass through the filter. If for example, you want 
just the specific wavelength of the fluorescence it would be that color of the whole filter. 
Fluorescence is something that is everywhere and it also appears in the daylight from the 
sun. 

CCD
The CCD (charge-coupled device) is used in cameras/video cameras. The CCD contains 
sensitive light sensors that can not be detected by the human eye. It transmits the wave-
lengths of the light to electrons which then carries on in a specific code depending on 
what types of colors it captured. The code can from the CCD be stored in a memory card 
and then transfer into an image or video on a digital screen. CCD is used in all cameras 
and mobile cameras (Nakamura, 2005). According to Holmgren. A ( personal commu-
nication, 2018 22 may) who is a professor at Luleå, the University of Technology in light 
and emission, a CCD contains in every mobile camera. If you want to see something that 
transmits a wavelength that the human eye not can see so sharp because of the daylight, 
a CCD can be used in a mobile camera for example. He has one theory that you can 
put the subject that you want to investigate in a dark box. You have an opening for the 
mobile camera. You take a photo off the thing that fluoresces. You can see the thing that 
fluoresces on the mobile camera. If you want a higher contrast you use the mobile devices 
adjustments for that. 

BANDPASS FILTER
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METHOD

4

This chapter begins with the method for process and the project plan, this is followed up with 
the methods that have been used. The methods is divided in 4 different parts in the design: 
context immersion, ideation, development and implementation. In the end of the chapter is 
a a process and method discussion. Initially, a description will be given in each part of this 
chapter with the associated methods that have been used and how they were implemented 
in this project. At the end of this chapter will the discussions regarding these methods be 
presented.
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A process was chosen as an underlying plan during the course of the project. 
Activities could, therefore, be planned after a defined process had been selected.  
 
Many design organizations have their own definition of what a design process is. It 
can vary widely depending on the design area, but the definition is mostly the same  
(Svid, n.d). A process is defined as different steps in a sequence that is converted from input 
to output (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2014). According to Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson 
(2013), a project process has a specific time frame, budget, and organization. A process 
is vital when you want to design or market a specific product (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2014). 
 
An iterative process entails that the project does not have to follow a straight line but 
can instead be formed after the specific task. One may be able to go back to the earlier 
stages if required and repeat the sequences  (Wikberg Nilsson, Ericson, & Törlind, 2015). 
 
No matter what circumstances there is, you pass three main phases in a human-
centered design process: Inspiration, ideation, and implementation. Inspiration 
is the phase where you understand the people’s needs with observations and 
interviews etc, Ideation is the phase you identify the opportunities for the design 
and refine the solutions. Implementation is the phase when you make the solution 
real and figure out how to get it on the market. There is a lot of methods that are 
available to use to get forward in the human-centered design process (IDEO, 2015). 
 
An adapted definition of a Design Process was chosen for this project with the 
goal to come up with a developed concept. The design process is inspired by all the 
processes I have read about. It is iterative and makes it possible to repeat sequences 
and work things through. This adapted definition of a Design Process was considered 
good because it contained relevant phases that were considered to achieve a good 
design result. Every phase has been implemented with the help of different methods.   
 
The process is illustrated as a straight line. It is easy to believe that each phase of the 
process represents a specific time frame, this is not the case. The purpose is to be 
able to repeat the different phases if that is what is desired. If you reach a phase that 
is further developed within the process, you may notice that something needs to 
be changed. You may need to seek even more information about that particular case. 
The idea is that you can repeat the sequences of the process for that specific case. 
 

PROCESS
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Context immersion
The purpose after that is to find as much information about the subject as possible to 
get into the area and to get an objective picture of the assignment. This phase builds the 
foundation of the work.Information will be gathering from articles, books and from the 
internet. Interviews will made with relevant people for this project and people from the 
company. 

Ideation
The ideate phase is about generating concept ideas. This will be done through different 
methods. A workshop will be organized and creative methods is going to be used. Concept 
proposals are going to be sketched. 

Development
The ideas from the previous phase will be developed refined, tested and analysed. Rapid 
prototypes will be built. One concept will be chosen from all the concept ideas. This 
concept will be developed as much as possible by building a real scale model. The concept 
will be continuously tested on real people.

Implementation
In this phase, the meaning that the finishing line is to be done. It is about to match the 
goals that are set up at the beginning of the task. It is about to building the product to 
finally take photographs of it and edit the pictures.
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The first thing one needs to clarify is what things must be done. It is important 
to document and to have an introduction for the subject, an explanation in why 
the project is relevant and what type of stakeholders there might be. Important 
dates should be included and how much resources there are in disposal (Wikberg 
Nilsson et al., 2015).

At the beginning of a project, it can be difficult to know exactly how much time 
you need and what type of tools you should have at your disposal. A project plan 
can, therefore, be adjusted during the process. It is valuable to have a project plan 
since it helps you to structure the work (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2014). 

According to Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, (2013), a project plan may vary 
from different projects depending on what needs to be done.

The project plan is not only for the designer but is also important for the others 
involved, such as clients (Wikberg Nilsson et al., 2015). 

A “Gantt chart” is usable in planning for activity and time frame with its X-Y 
columns (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2013) 

For this project a “Gantt chart” was made in the computer program “InDesign”. 
Important dates and activities were submitted into this program and it also included 
a time frame for this project. A background description and mission description 
was then also clarified. A number of concrete issues arose that hopefully, the 
project would solve. Delimitations were clarified such as what to include and what 
stakeholders there were. An important part was to predict what resources were 
available and thereafter a procedure was handled with the supervisors.

PROJECT PLANNING
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This section of the chapter describes the methods that has been used to investigate, collect 
information and how they have been implemented in this project. 

Literature review
To find the theory that would form the basis for the work, a literature study was made. 
The purpose of a literature study is to look for information that gives you knowledge 
about the subject and also strengthens the aspects of the final result (Flick, 2014). 

According to Cronin et al. (2008) is it good to have information from several sources to 
certify a statement and to show credibility. There are three different types of literature 
one can use,  “theoretical literature” that deals with the existing area the study is about, 
“empirical literature” that describes the work that has been done within this field so 
far and “methodological literature” that describes what methods and how one should 
proceed in the process. 

The knowledge gained from finding facts from different sources will form the basis for 
future work (Flick, 2014).

In this project, all the three theories have come to use. Theories about gemstones and 
what fluorescent light is have been researched. Also, theories regarding the existing 
product and theories on different methods when you approach a design process has been 
evaluated. Theories from books and articles from Luleå Technical Universities database, 
and “Google Scholar” has been a knowledge source throughout this project.

Keywords that have been used for this project is fluorescence, gemstone, synthetic 
gemstone, natural gemstone, CCD, Bandpass filter design process and design methods, 
evaluating methods for gemstones, fabric for darkening, colors, user experience, human-
centered design, usability, Industrial design engineering, and Anthropometry.

To be able to find information for benchmarking was the search engines for this project 
“Google” and “Pinterest”. To find information about how a camera works, “YouTube” has 
been used.
 

CONTEXT IMMERSION
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Interviews have been used in this project for collecting data but it also gave me the first 
insight in this subject to be able to search further and focus on specific parts. An expert 
in gemology has been interviewed due to the fact this person has a company that works 
within this field. Another gemologist I have interviewed carries out teaching in gemology. 
Last but not least did I interview a professor at Luleå Technical University which is an 
expert in light. 

Three different people in this line of work were chosen to be interviewed whereof two of 
them was chosen to be interviewed once again in a later stage in the design process, this 
was for finding out more information that was needed to complete the concept. A number 
of predefined questions were stacked up. When the interviewed was asked a question 
and then answered, I supplied with follow-up questions. For example, how do you mean 
now and what does it mean? Consent that the interview could be recorded was approved 
by those who were interviewed. Two of the people interviewed were not in the same 
county of Sweden as me, therefore, we had to follow through the interview by phone. The 
interview was recorded with questions and answers. One of the interviews could be held 
face to face. That interview was chosen to be written down instead of recorded, this was 
for getting variety in different interviewing techniques.  

“There’s no better way to understand the hopes, desires, and aspirations of those you’re 
designing for than by talking with them directly” (IDEO, 2015, p. 39)

According to Osvalder, Rose & Karlsson (2008) are their different types of interviews. To 
examine a subject and when the person that interviews have little knowledge about the 
subject is it best to use an unstructured interview.

In an unstructured interview, one uses open questions where the answer is not expected 
to have any concrete answers (Sharp et. al. (2015).

When interviewing, try to ask rather general questions about the subject and then go 
into depth and ask detail questions later in the interview. Also try to ask open questions 
instead of yes and no questions. It's good to interview the people for whom the design 
is made and who will use it. It may also be helpful to interview experts in the field to get 
involved in the subject (IDEO, 2015)

Interviews
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Benchmarking is used for finding out similar products or solutions that might be available 
on the market (Wikberg Nilsson et al. 2015). 

According to Ulrich & Eppinger (2014) is benchmarking about finding information on 
the competitors at the market. 

Benchmarking was used to investigate what kind of products that was on the market today 
to investigate all kinds of gemstones. The method was implemented into this project by 
using search engines such as google and youtube. I searched for devices for diamonds and 
all kinds of gemstones.          

Darkening was known at the beginning that it could work to strengthen the visual 
experience of the fluorescent gemstones while using GemPen and its associated case. 
Therefore a benchmarking was hold with the reason to find out about darkening. Because 
the product is not something that is on the market, Pictures from similar products that 
could work were held. Example of pictures with such devices were tents, mosquito hats 
and beekeeping clothes, sun hats, baby carriage, and artsy clothes that were covering the 
face. It was specifically later during this project when the formulation of the concept was 
essential that pictures of clothing were an inspiration for the darkening. These items cover 
the face and are usually quite easy to carry around with while it is solving a purpose. This 
information was gathered from specifically Google and Pinterest.

Benchmarking
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My supervisor at LTU, told me that it is important to evaluate the work you do and 
to motivate why you choose to proceed with a certain matter in the design process. I 
have done the evaluation through the work at the beginning of the project to clarify the 
assignment description. The evaluation has then been important throughout the work.

Later in the project when the mission description was clarified, a list of requirements could 
be defined. The list of requirements could be compared with the conceptual proposals 
that were made and as a starting point for evaluation. 

In human-centered design, it is important to evaluate and get feedback from the people 
the design is for (IDEO, 2015).       

The evaluation through the work has been carried out through discussions with the 
contractor at Studio Doms, as well as testing the product on people, but also by building 
miniature prototypes and comparing them to a requirement list that was made when the 
project was defined.

Context emersion evaluation
In the concept emersion was three conceptual ideas collected after the information 
gathering. It was a darkening room, CCD and Bandpass filter. These ideas were discussed 
with Studio Domes and together with the feedback from the people that were listened to 
my middle presentation at LTU was it decided to choose to darken to work further with.
 

Darkening CCD Bandpass-filter

Evaluate
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This section of the chapter describes what was 
done to explore the subject and to find ideas for 
conceptual solutions.

Workshop
To examine a subject in a creative way and to 
move forward in the design process one may use 
a workshop. This is performable by collecting 
a number of people that are able to do specific 
creative methods. In this way, you can share the 
ideas and perspectives of one another. Before 
starting a workshop is it always positive that 
everyone involved knows what you want to 
exceed and what the common target is. When all 
the participants are gathered is it good to have 
an agenda and to present yourself, also inform 
everyone what the purpose of the workshop is. A 
warm-up exercise is preferable so that everyone 
feels comfortable and open-minded (Wikberg-
Nilsson et al., 2015).

It is important that the leader of a workshop is clear 
and has a plan of what to do. It is also important 
that the leader brings all the materials that are to 
be used and is open to adapt the methods and 
the exercises to different types of group dynamics  
(Martin & Hanington, 2012).

The workshop was performed with 5 different 
participants, all with different academic and 
professional background. The group consisted 
of a lawyer, journalist, salesman, teacher, and a 
technical design student.

IDEATION
This performance occurred at a dinner table 
in Tyresö, a county outside Stockholm.  A 
presentation of the subject was presented with an 
agenda for the workshop.

Some research questions were stated in order to 
identify these functions:

How can you make it dark?

How can you open and close the product?

How can you carry the product with you?

Where can you place the gemstones?

How can you work with free hands?

How can you work without a table?

The workshop started with a warm-up exercise 
where all the participants were given pens and 
pieces of paper. Different types of figures such as 
circles, squares, and lines were drawn and this was 
to warm up their wrist and inspire them for the 
feeling of having a pen onto a piece of paper. The 
participants were then told to use their weaker 
hand to write their name forwards and backward. 
This exercise was used to open their minds. 
Lemonade and biscuits were in disposal, therefore,  
no one felt hungry or thirsty during the process. A 
Brainstorm was included in the workshop.
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Figure 9. Workshop



Brainstorming is about producing many different ideas. There are different rules to 
follow, one is not to criticize other people's or your own ideas. The ideas do not have to 
be realistic and can be quite crazy and groundbreaking. The goal is to produce as many 
different ideas as possible and not qualitative and developed ideas. One should look for 
opportunities in others and your own ideas and based on these finding development 
materials (Wikberg-Nilsson et al., 2015). 

In the brainstorm in the workshop was one of the exercises that they had to sketch how 
they thought a conceptual solution could be designed. Thereafter every participant was 
told to describe in words what they had thought. When this was finished each one of 
them chose another one's idea and tried to develop it. The workshop resulted in plenty of 
different conceptual solutions. 

The sketches were evaluated together with Studio Doms. An explanatory list of 
requirements was presented, this was to determine what the conceptual solution was 
supposed to achieve. Together with the clients were discussions held regarding what they 
found was most important and what their company was looking specifically for.

A mood board is a good tool to use to fast demonstrate what type of feeling or 
theme a product should express. Many companies in graphical design, interior 
design, industrial design, and photography work with mood boards. This comes 
in handy when you want to bring out a certain mood by using pictures but still 
leaving space out for own interpretations  (Endrissat, Islam, & Noppeney, 2015).  
 
“Introduce a certain mood, theme, or consumer world” (Godlewsky, 2008, p. 266). 
 
According to Godlewsky (2008) can mood boards be created with help from 
different types of images and sketches or products. They are used to present or 
show what type of design one wants to achieve. To create a mood board at the 
beginning of a design project it may help or guide you. If the demands of the 
project lie outside of the designs own experiences than it is good to use the method.  
 
A mood board was created in order to illustrate a feeling that I want the user to 
have when wearing the product. Pictures were compiled and symbolize a feeling 
rather than practical solutions - which was the case in the previous part. Images 
were found from Google and Pinterest. The mood this board was going to represent 
was an expedition, adventure, and quality. The computer program Photoshop 
and Indesign was used for compounding the chosen images on a digital page. 

Brainstorming

Mood Board
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Here is described what was done to develop the conceptual proposals from the ideation 
phase.

Rapid Prototyping
This is a way of quickly building prototypes that do not need to be completely clear or 
perfect. This is done to make it easier to understand and test the product, and to see what 
is necessary to change and to get feedback from those who use the product. (IDEO, 2015). 
 
“No need to make it perfect, just make it good enough to get the idea across”. (IDEO, 2015 p. 119) 
 
Once the idea became clearer the work with prototyping started. This was done in order 
to get a realistic picture of how the product could be made. Prototyping on a human tur-
ned out to be the best method. However, since I couldn’t find a person that had the time 
to be a model for a long time I had to find another method. A few rapid prototypes were 
created. This was performed on a small manikin. Since the product was supposed to be 
adopted after the human body, therefore, the prototype was built on a model that resem-
bled human beings movements. For this process to work as efficiently as possible and for 
not using too much material, it was preferable to use a small manikin. The prototypes 
were created by materials such as tape, wires, sheets, and aluminum foil. The only tool 
that was needed was scissors. After the prototypes were done I contacted Studio Doms 
that made an outlay of which model they thought as the best. Images were taken after 
every concept which afterward was presented for Studio Doms. With the help from their 
opinion, we could together with the requirement list choose a concept to go forward with. 

DEVELOPMENT
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In order to make a final concept, several different approaches have been used and this is 
described in this section of the chapter.

Prototype
A prototype can be done in all stages of the design process. You can prototype everything 
from a service or uniform to a final detailed solution. It is important to know what one 
wants to test with its prototype, and what the size of the prototype will have (IDEO, 2015). 
In order to get the product adapted to the human dimensions, the concept was chosen 
to be a prototype in a real human scale. This was made with the same type of material as 
the small prototypes with a sheet, tape, and steel wire. The tools for this part, however, 
included also needles and scissors. Real people were now models and also a floor-lamp 
was used to position the prototype while working on its design. The concept was tested 
successfully step by step by the designer but also with models of different sizes. This was 
for adapting the product to a more various user sector. The prototype can be divided into 
working with three steps; The Hoodie, The function that holds the hoodie on the body 
and also has a function of a protective case, Cementing the parts and the final result. 

Hoodie: 
A real-scale prototype was built up. A darkening fabric, black ribbon, click buckles and 
needles were bought at a sewing shop. Step 1 was to build the skeleton of the model. It was 
made of steel wire and tape and the first piece of fabric on the hoodie. To keep the pro-
totype hanging, a lamp foot was used to hang it on. Then each layer of fabric was formed 
along the steel wire. The prototype was tested on a real person during every step in the 
process to adapt it for the purpose and see how it felt. After looking at other items such as 
fabric bags and reviewing with professional staff in a sewing shop, it was decided to use 
any material other than steel wire for tension to the fabric. The decision was made becau-
se the steel wire weighs a lot and is easily plasticized. I went to the store “Clas Olsoon”  and 
asked if they had any kind of bendable band that was elastic. Unfortunately, they did not 
have it but they had plastic that could be bent and was elastic. The plastic was in the form 
of long plastic pockets where pricing in stores is on shelves that they do not use. I brought 
it and cut long strips of plastic and used that for the prototype. A new skeleton was built 
with this material and tape. To get the correct proportions on the fabric and for the con-
cept to become symmetrically, it was decided to change the shape of the fabric using a test 
fabric first. Sheets were chosen for that purpose. I cut the test pieces symmetrically and 
put together the entire model with it. When I checked that it became a symmetric model 
with that, I took the sheets and used them as a template to cut the fabric that would be 
used for the final concept. The fabric for the final concept was put together with needles 
and finally, the plastic straps were sealed with the help of the wide bands and needles.

IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 10. Different steps: Hoodie



Funktion that hold the hoodie on the body and also have a 
function of a protective case:
In order to attach the hoodie to the body, a form of restraint on the body was 
required. An experimenting about how this could work was initiated.  The band 
was put together with tape. A test on the body with this solution showed that 
it did not work because it tangled. Another option was to use a piece of fabric.  
 
In order to make a position where the concept could be attached to the human 
body, the whole process was iterated from a sketch of a small prototype to a 
prototype in a real scale, this was iterated back and forth in order to find the best 
solution of the concept. Two different types of positions were produced, eventually, 
one felt better and was, therefore, the obvious prototype to follow through with. 
 
To get an understanding of how it would be designed and how this would work, a small 
prototype was built upon the model doll that I used earlier. A prototype in real scale was 
made with the sheet as before. What was discovered was that the piece of fabric that is 
placed on the back also could be used as a protective case for the hoodie.  A test was made 
and proved that it worked. The pieces of sheets that were used for the prototype was made 
as a mall for the fabric for the final concept. Finally, that fabric was put together with click 
buckles and band by using needles.
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Figure 11. Different stps: Back Holding



Cementing of the parts: 
The separate parts of the backpack and hoodie were put together. They were tested 
on a male colleague to see that it works on different body sizes and not just on 
female size.
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Figure 12. Prototypetest



Final result:
The concept was chosen to be manufactured by sewing since it was considered the 
best way to visualize the concept. This also made it easier to test and evaluate the 
concept. The tools that were used to produce the final concept were a sewing machi-
ne, scissors, needles, and black thread. YouTube was a knowledge source in order to 
gain knowledge about sewing on a sewing machine. Store personal in sewing stores 
was a big help in order to find and buy the best type of material for the final concept. 
 
Finally, images on the final concept were taken in nature because that is whe-
re the product is supposed to be used. The concept was tested in nature to see how 
it would feel in its correct element and to see if it would work. A presentation of the 
final concept was executed and the clients at Studio Doms tested and gave feed-
back on the product. Pictures of the final result are placed in chapter 5: Results 
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Figure 13. Making the final consept



This part of the paper describes which methods that have worked but also what could 
have done differently. The discussion is about the chosen process and the methods that 
have been used.

In order to find a good design process and to increase reliability, I looked at many different 
processes and their definition of what a design process is. I chose to make a human-
centered design process with four different phases.

At first, it was a challenge to understand how the design process would be executed 
because I did not really know what was going to be done, and to fit it into several different 
parts. It should be adapted to the structure of the report, to the design work to produce 
a final concept and partly to the project plan. After looking at different design processes, 
it became easier to understand what a design process is about and how I would work 
with it. What made it easier was that I understood that each phase of the process did not 
symbolize a certain time in the project. The chosen design process allowed me to iterate 
the work throughout the process.

The project plan was very helpful for structuring the work. It became easy and 
comprehensive when it was illustrated in a Gantt chart. What was good with the project 
plan was also that I could send it to my supervisors who could easily and comprehensively 
see if something would be changed.

Literature review covered the entire work and I gathered information throughout the 
whole project. It was rewarding and instructive to see what other people who are involved 
in the subject have researched and investigated. In order to increase reliability, I have tried 
to look at multiple sources and compare these with each other. 

Benchmarking was a really good method of use. I got a lot of information by checking 
out information about different methods and products used to investigate all kinds of 
gemstones. Later in the project, a visual benchmarking was made for how products could 
look like for the portable darkening device. This was a very good way to get inspiration as 
there is no such product that would be manufactured at the present time.

After this work, I have realized that interviews are a very good way to quickly get into a 
subject. When you are not familiar with the subject, it is good to interview someone who 
has the knowledge. I interviewed three different people to get reliable facts, then I looked 
up the fact in articles and books to see that the fact was true but also to find additional 
relevant facts for the work. An effective way to interview was to do it on the phone. I 
recorded the call and asked if it was okay before. This was good because I could 
go back and listen again if there was something I needed to hear again. What was 
more difficult was to record the interviews. Since I’m not a person who notes 
quickly, it did not work well. Therefore, I have just recorded an interview that you 
can read in the attachment.

PROCESS AND
METHOD DISCUSSION
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Throughout the design process, evaluation has been an important part. I have 
continuously had contact with David Doms at Studio Doms who have guided me 
and said what they want and provided feedback on what was created during the 
work. This has been very helpful in choosing which direction the project is going 
to take. To be able to evaluate, a requirement list has been created. It has been 
good to have as a starting point for being able to assist in evaluating.

During the ideation phase, I held in a workshop. I experienced it as beneficial to 
have people with different professional backgrounds to get a variety of concepts. 
It was rewarding for me to get other people's perspectives on how to solve the 
problem. If I were to redo the workshop, I would have included more people 
involved in the subject gemstones, such as people who are working with gems. 
This in order to get their point of view on the design early in the process. What 
was a disadvantage was that I did not know from the start that the solution for 
darkening should not be something that changed the GemPen and the associated 
case. Hence, there were many ideas that involved how to use the case as a darkening.

The mood board was good to use because it gave an early impression of what 
the product would have. I received positive feedback from my supervisor who 
thought I had caught the right sense of mood that the upcoming product would 
have.

It was important to get started with prototyping to understand how a future 
conceptual idea would work. It was easy to see what did not work and worked by 
prototyping small models of a concept idea. The selection was easy to accomplish 
by simply acquiring a picture of what idea would work.

Building the prototype in real scale works about the same as making rapid 
prototyping. The difference is that only one concept was chosen to prototype. 
What I noticed was that I had to continuously test the prototype on myself and 
on others to see that it worked. When I finally had a long process of cutting, use 
tape and needle, I realized that the best way to get as realistic a product as possible 
was to sew it by myself with a sewing machine. This was also done to test it well in 
daylight with the GemPen and its associated case. The final concept became clear 
and photographed. The images were edited and the product was tested in nature 
where it is intended to be used. Using fabric was a new dimension of product 
design that I had not previously worked with during the education. I realized 
what opportunities and variations there are with fabric. It was good for me to 
sew it myself to understand the whole process. The alternative method was that I 
submitted the product to a seamstress that sewed it.
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RESULTS

5

An intensive work process started once the conceptual idea of a darkroom was chosen as the 
best possible solution for this project. This part of the paper will present working elements that 
have been made in order to reach a final product. It will be followed by the results that have 
been made. Each working element will be presented in a sequence that illustrates the real 
life working process. As such, it will start with the workshop, the first step, and end with the 
product making, the last step. Since the working method has been iteratively some processes 
have been repeated. Prototyping is one example of an element that has been made several 
times throughout the working process.
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The workshop resulted in several ideas that were put into sketches. A portable darkroom 
that can be used as a compliment to the GemPen was the underlying idea that framed the 
workshop. Key to the product is that it should be easy to carry around. This implies that the 
product can be used without having a table. Therefore, handles and straps were frequently 
discussed during the workshop. The concepts are unique because it allows the user to 
investigate gemstones straight away. This means that the product can be used outside. 
As such, quality and resistance have been of importance when discussing the material. 
Given these novel ideas, it became clear that the product needs to have several functions. 
 
Several concepts are built upon the same idea, but they have different shapes when it 
comes to handles, opening for the gemstones for example. Some ideas derive from fabric 
as the main material, mainly because it can cover light and is easy and light to carry.

WORKSHOP AND
BRAINSTORM
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Figure 14. Scetches of ideas



Idea 1.) 
The first idea takes a portable box as a point of departure. The box, which can be a 
bag if handles are added, doesn’t take in any light. GemPen can be stored in the box 
and the whole product can be installed outside. Once gemstones are found the 
user can take out GemPen and place the stones in the box. This allows the user to 
look inside the box immediately, regardless of where and when the stones are found.  
 
As a result, the user can easily identify whether the gemstones are natural or synthetic 
without the need to visit a darkroom. If the user has access to a darkroom, Gempen can 
be also used as an independent tool.

Idea 2.)
The idea of this concept is to place GemPen 
in a kind of bag. The bag could resemble a 
bag that holds your binoculars. There is a 
strap that allows you to hang the case around 
your neck.

You can then turn on the GemPen and place 
it pointed into the case. There is an opening 
where you can place the gems.

There are two openings for the eyes to be 
able to look into the gems.

When you want to hold the case when you 
examine the gems, you can hold in two 
handles on the sides.
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Figure 15. Idea 1

Figure 16. Idea 2



Idea 3.)
This idea has been inspired by the shape of the 
GemPen and has a cross-section of a hexagon. The 
GemPen is stored inside the case. 

When you press the top, there is a barrier that cau-
ses the GemPen to go down when you press and 
then does the GemPen comes up and out.

On the case, there is a strap that you can adjust 
lengthwise. You can wear the strap around your 
neck or on the side like a shoulder strap.

At the bottom of the case, you can turn out a con-
tainer where you can place the gems that are to be 
investigated. Once the stones have been placed in 
the container they can be turned back again.

The GemPen can be removed completely from 
the case, but you can put the GemPen in the same 
opening where you removed it, and turn on the 
light on the Gempen, which glows at the gems.

Some gems may be larger or smaller than others, 
and then you need to be able to control how far 
away the GemPen should be from the gems. This 
can be done through the predefined positions on 
the backside.

To be able to see the gems when using the GemPen, 
an opening can be folded out. When you look into 
the opening is your view directed to the gems.

In order not to drop the case, there is a strap on the 
back that you can place a finger while holding your 
hand around the case.
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Figure 17. Idea 3



Idea 4.)
This works roughly the same as 
the previous idea. You lift a lid that 
is stuck in the case so that you do 
not lose it. When the GemPen is 
taken out from the Case you turn 
it on and the light is switched on. 
The gems are placed in the case 
and you light into the case and look 
into the same opening where you 
light up. The idea is that it becomes 
relatively dark if you light up in this 
way compared with the location of 
the gems in the case today. There is 
a small strap on the side that allows 
you to place your finger when 
holding the case in the same way as 
the idea before. As well as a stronger 
strap that allows you to hold it while 
walking with the case

Idea 5.)
The idea is that this will serve as a portable 
blackout tent. It looks something like a photo tent. 
The idea is that you can fold it together and fold 
it up when using it There is an opening where 
you can place the gems and adjust the fabric so 
that you can decide how dark it will be. On the 
side, there is an opening for the GemPen that will 
unfold around the GemPen so no light comes in. 
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Figure 18. Idea 4

Figure 19. Idea 5



Idea 6.)
This is a case that opens like the case does today. There is a strap that allows you to hold the strap while 
carrying the case. There is a rolled up fabric on the sides of the open case. The GemPen can be removed 
and the fabric can be rolled out and attached around the entire upper part of the body. The fabric is still 
stained on the case when the fabric is enclosed around the body. The gems are placed in the case and you 
use the Gempen inside the fabric as darkening. To hold the case there is a hole where you can take out an 
arm. Since it can be hard to see when working with the gems inside the fabric there is a lamp that lights 
up inside. This lamp is turned on using a button on the outside of the case.
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Figure 20. Idea 6



Idea 7.)
This is a kind of a box. You open it on the long side and can take out the GemPen. The gems can be 
placed inside the box from where you removed the GemPen. You can enlarge the box through a telescope 
function. The telescoping feature is used to control how far you want the gemstones to be from GemPen, 
since the gems may be differently sized and need different distances from the GemPen. A cover can 
be opened on the long side of the case. There you can place the GemPen directed toward the box. The 
enclosure around the GemPen should be of a kind of soft rubber, which keeps the GemPen up and no 
light comes in. the composite also allows the GemPen to twist and wrap so that it can be directed towards 
different gems inside the box. A hatch can be opened for viewing the gems while the GemPen is turned 
on. When opening the hatch, a fabric is placed. The fabrics purpose is to protect from the sun.
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Figure 21. Idea 7



A feedback session was being held after the workshop by presenting 
the ideas to Studio Doms. This gave insight into how they wanted the 
final product to match the already existing GemPen and case. Studio 
Doms clarified that Gempen should be an independent product. As 
such, the product had to be a compliment. They were also interested 
in the idea of using fabric since it’s easy and light to carry. The fact that 
it can be attached to the body is another benefit.A list of requirements 
was presented based on information after the meeting and 
interviews with two gemmologists and facts from the project plan. 
 

Evaluat ion Workshop
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Figure 22. Meating with Studio Doms



1. It is supposed to darken its suroundings.

2. Be easy to carry and use.

3. Be able to use the GemPen and the case simultaneously.

Requirements:
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BENCHMARKING
 
Pictures on already existing and similar products laid a 
foundation for an inspiration page. These pictures were found 
on different commercial websites on the internet. The most 
important aspect when searching for these products was the 
ability to shut out the light. Additionally, it was of crucial 
importance to find products that can be carried around. 
For example, a product that is attached to the body without 
handles. This investigation resulted in pictures on mosquito 
hats, clothes for beekeeping, artistic clothing design that covers 
the face and can be folded up, small baby sunbeds and sun hats. 
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Figure 23. Benchmarking



MOOD BOARD
This method gave lots of good ideas and resulted in 
a minimalistic design with an exclusive feeling. The 
product should be used when looking for gemstones 
in mines and in the jungle which requires quality. 
Despite this environment, I wanted to keep an exclusive 
feeling. The mood board resulted in a composition 
of pictures with animals and plants that symbolize a 
jungle. A picture of a compass illustrates the hunt for 
gemstones - meaning that the user is traveling and 
looking for things. A picture of a black diamond that 
can be drawn to the exclusive of expensive gemstones, 
and finally a picture of Indiana Jones. This was added 
to the mood board in order to show the adventure 
that comes with the search for gemstones. Prototypes 
After brainstorming and meeting with Studio Doms 
made it became clear that the product should be made 
out of fabric. Furthermore, the ability to darken and 
being attached to the body were two crucial demands. 
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Prototyping on a miniature wooden doll became the solution. The result became several different 
prototypes made by fabric, tape and steel wire. The goal was to create a prototype that made it possible 
to use GemPen and its associated case while darkening a space in front of the body and be easy to carry 
around.

Prototype 1. )
This is a portable blackout that allows you to work with your hands free in front. The idea is that a fabric 
should act as a darkening and can be placed above the upper part of the body. When you do not examine 
the gems, the fabric should be able to folds together and be placed behind the back. Consideration has 
been made of how the arms and hands are placed when examining the gems without darkening. This is 
the concept that was chosen to develop more. The decision was taken after taking to David Doms. The 
concept meets the requirements that were set up.

RAPID PROTOTYPING
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Figure 25. prototype 1



This prototype works roughly in the same 
way as prototype 1. The difference is 
that at the bottom is a loose fabric that is 
surrounding the body and protects against 
sun and light. Because there must be room 
for working inside the fabric, the idea was 
that it was tensioned by the wire before the 
loose fabric.

Prototype 3. )
This concept works in a way that you can 
attach a fabric to the cap. When you need 
darkness you take the fabric that is attached 
to the cap around the body.

Prototype 2. )
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Figure 26. prototype 2

Figure 27. prototype 3



This prototype will act as a small portable blackout tent. This can be folded out in the 
same way as the function of a baby carriage. Once unfolded, you can look into an ope-
ning in the tent and there is a fabric that covers ones head so that no light comes in. 
 
In order to place the gems together with the case and be able to work with the GemPen, 
you can be able to insert your hands into two holes on each side of the tent.

Prototype 4. )
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Figure 28. prototype 4



Prototype 6. )
This is a kind of garment that will act as a vest when it is not in used while investigating 
gemstones. When you want to examine the gems, the head and arms can slip in under the 
fabric. To prevent light coming in, the fabric is placed so that it overlaps. In front of your 
hands, there is a slip where you can put the GemPen, the case and the gems, which can 
then be closed together so that no light comes in.

Prototype 5. )
This concept serves as a kind of headdress. 
When looking at the gemstones, you take 
over the headdress so that the entire body is 
covered from head to toe like a tent.
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Figure 29. prototype 5

Figure 30. prototype 6



The result from 20 weeks work is a portable 
darkening named GemHood from the company 
Gemometrixs name and the name from their 
product GemPen. What makes GemHood 
unique is that it darkens ones surrounding 
and makes it at the same time possible 
for the user to work with ones hands free. 
When using GemHood you don’t need to be in 
a dark place. GemHood is a hoodie that you can 
fold down which makes it dark. The concept 
is easy to carry and serves as a complement to 
GemPen with its attached case. It is stuck using 
a backrest that has adjustable straps. This allows 
it to fit different body sizes. GemHood’s fabric 
on the backrest can be turned in and out. It then 
acts as a protective case. When GemHood is 
folded together and inside the protective case 
it is almost flat and weighs very little. This is 
preferable when you are on the move and do not 
want heavy packing that takes a lot of space. One 
of the benefits of the case is that you don’t lose 
it when it’s stuck in GemHood. It is also good 
for sales purposes when the case can be used 
as a package. Unnecessary packaging materials 
are released and there is less impact on the 
environment.

PROTOTYPE
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Figure 31. GemHood



1. Foldable inside the protective case.

2. Attached to the back when the hoodie hangs down on the back.

3. When the hoodie sitting like a hoodie on the head.

4. When all layers of the hoody are foldout and pulled down. Then it          
        works like a darkening where you can use GemPen and the case     
        for the examination of the gems
 

GemHoods 4 di f ferent 
steps

G e m H o o d
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Figure 32. GemHood step: 1
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Figure 33. GemHood step: 2,3,4



GemHood is made of a darkening fabric that is black on the inside, which is a prerequisite for it to 
work with GemPen. It is light on the outside to reflect as much heat as possible as it can be used in 
warmer latitudes. In order to hold the flexible upholstered plastic bands in place, black wide bands have 
been used which are selected to be visible on the outside. This contributes to a distinctive design and 
matches the black inside. The backrest is made of durable lightweight material to achieve the purpose of 
protection and wear.

Test  in nature
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Figure 34. GemHood, Test in daylight: finding gemstones
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Figure 35. GemHood, Test in daylight: attached to the back 
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Figure 36. GemHood, Test in daylight: Folding the GemHood down for making it dark  
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Figure 37. GemHood, Test in daylight: Folded all the waydown, for full darkening 



DISCUSSION 
& CONCLUSION

6

This part of the paper will discuss the final result according to the facts from the references that 
been used. The chapter conduct of discussion about the final result, further recommendation 
for the project, Conclusions, and answers to the research questions and last is an own 
reflection about the whole project.
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I would like to say that I am satisfied with the final result and that I have done what the 
contractors have set as criteria. I have investigated alternative solutions in addition to 
darkening that can be used to work with Gemometric’s existing products even when there 
is a bright environment. I have invented a new product that is not on the market and 
which solves Gemometric’s needs. This was performed when darkening was considered 
the best option. In order to meet my educational goal in “industrial design engineering”, 
I have not focused on the function or merely on the appearance of the product. The end 
result is a product with a combination of function and aesthetics and is also adapted to 
the human. I have worked with the whole process of producing the product from an 
idea to a finished final concept. The concept has been adapted to humans throughout the 
process since I have had human dimensions as a starting point. I have built a prototype of 
a concept that is fashionable for people, both female and male to adapt to different body 
types. Adapting the product to anthropometry has been essential throughout the process 
and therefore a rapid prototype was built after a manikin. People that I have showed the 
final concept to have also said that it is a visually apealing product. To increase usability 
experience, I’ve operated with the product to be comfortable and easy to use and to work 
with your arms in a comfortable way. Colors are something that has been a major part in 
the work of design. I chosen to use a black fabric that has a white exterior. This choice was 
made because it must be black on the inside for the GemPen to work. The gems must have 
a dark background when used. I chose to have a white exterior to reflect as much heat as 
possible, for example when it is being used in direct sunlight, otherwise, it may get very 
hot. The dyeing fabric is matt on both sides. I chose a matte fabric because of the light 
from the GemPen would not be reflected inside GemHood. I chose to have black non-
matte bands on the outside that hold the frame in the design for the tightened position in 
GemHood. This matches the black color of the inside as well as the GemPen’s black color 
but glossy to be a contrast from the fabric’s matte structure. Because of that the GemHood 
has a design that is innovative and has a new shape, it stands out from the surroundings. 
Therefore, I chose to work after the product would  stand out from the environment but 
at the same time an obvious product. To enhance this purpose, dark/light contrast and 
blank/matt contrast show this with the bright-mat fabric against the shiny-dark band. 
The design that allows GemHood to be stuck on the back is made of a different material 
than the darkening fabric. It is a lighter fabric that is more durable and is not a darkening 
fabric. The purpose of this design is other than the hoodie itself. The product should be 
easy to carry around as while equipped on ones body and it should be durable as the 
fabric also serves as a case for the entire GemHood.

THE FINAL RESULT
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The final concept is a physical product that has been tested and evaluated in reality. What 
has been discovered is that there are some improvement areas that allow the final concept 
to evolve with some simple adjustments.

What is recommended for continued work is:

Place the hoodie bracket higher on the shoulders. This would make it easier for you to 
stretch your arm to move it over your head when it hangs on your back.

To have a kind of locking in the shape of a band or something like that holds the hoodie 
in a collapsed position on the back so it does not fall out.

Having a lock that causes the hoodie not to be pulled all the way down. This allows you to 
control how much light you want to get in. Sometimes it does not have to be totally dark. 
This would be solved by the fact that the last layer down on GemHood can be held up if 
desired. One suggestion would be to attach the magnet to the bottom of the hoodie and 
to the band next to the bottom which then clicks into each other.

After this project, I have some thoughts about the existing product.  From a helicopter 
perspective, the basic needs are to be able to investigate precious gems in place and with 
the technique is access to darkness needed. The gems can be small and they do not want 
to be dropped. Without thorough research and humility about the existing product, I 
dare to suggest that you could reform the existing product Geometrics has with the help 
of some changes to facilitate the use. One idea might be to have a closed box or similar 
that can be opened and closed where you can place gems you want to investigate. In the 
box, there should be the same kind of lamps with the special wavelength contained in 
the GemPen. The box should have a titular hole that closes around the eye so that no 
light comes in. When you close the box, no light comes in and it gets dark. Speculation 
about the advantages of having such a box is that it’s a closed box that can be opened and 
closed and that solves the problem of light emitting when no light comes in. There is only 
1 product to keep track of and not 3 together with GemHood. Finally, I think it’s easier 
to twist and turn a box and do not drop the gems if it’s closed. What is contrary to such 
a solution is that from a sales perspective it pays to have more complementary products 
that one has to buy. Having an open case is more secure for the seller of the gems. It makes 
you see what’s happening when you do not put something in a closed box, and it’s easier 
to trust the one who investigates. It would take too long to reformat a new product and it 
would not be profitable. Functionally, it may not work to have a box with the light source 
in. This may be a reason I do not know why a tool is needed that is far enough for the light 
source to work and that it is designed as it is

RECOMMENDATIONS
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The purpose and goal were to check if there were any other and better alternatives in 
addition to darkening, which could allow you to use the GemPen together with the 
associated case even when used in a bright environment. The goal was to continue working 
with the best solution area and finally produce a prototype of the best concept proposal. 
 
I perceive that I have implemented that. In order to find such a solution, great importance 
was attached to understanding how the product works and the context in which it works. 
The context is very much about very small elements in geology, chemistry and light theory. 
The investigation led to two other solutions “CCD and Bandpass filters” By evaluation, it 
was decided that darkening was the best option. Through the design process, I have come 
up with a completely new solution that allows you to work with darkening when using 
the GemPen and its related case even when it’s a bright environment. I have achieved the 
goal by choosing a concept proposal that I have extensively designed a prototype of. I 
have received answers to the questions I have worked with from the start of the project.

CONCLUSIONS

Research quest ions

Is there any other solution in addition to darkening which makes 
the GemPen and it’s the relative case, work even though there is a 

bright environment? 
 

The answer is that darkening is the best way to use the GemPen and its associated case 
even when it is not a dark environment. CCD and Bandpass filters would also work 

but these along with using darkness. When you know that only darkness works, it was 
considered unnecessary to also use one of the other options. 

 
 

How can you work with the Gempen and it’s associated case even 
when it’s a bright environment using a chosen solution? 

 
This has been solved by breaking down the issue to requirements that arose when it 

became apparent that darkening was the solution that was considered the best solution.
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1. It is supposed to darken its suroundings.

The GemHood uses its darkening fabric that emits little light which therefore fills this 
requirement.

2. Be easy to carry and use.

Yes, it’s easy to carry, both packed in a bag, as it has a protective case around it and alsowhile 
the user is wearing it on the back. It is not heavy and has a design that is adapted to the 
human body which,,, makes is easy to use..

3. Be able to use the GemPen and the case simultaneously.

The Gemhood is adapted for working with the GemPen and its associated case and gems at 
same time. While using the Gemhood, the person works with its hands and arms placed in 
the same position as if you do not use the GemHood. Gemhood acts as a portable darkening 
device. It consists a darkening fabric that can be folded over ones head and upper body. 
When it is not used it can be folded together on the back. GemHood is a complement to 
the GemPen and its relative case and allows you to use it anywhere, in any light conditions.

Answers to the 
requirements:
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The mission has been rewarding in many ways. It has 
been rewarding to work independently and to take all 
responsibility myself, even if I consider myself a team person. 
 
The assignment has been challenging in many ways, but 
overall, I am pleased with what I have achieved and with the 
result. It has been rewarding to get the trust of a company 
with real needs and to have a supervisor from a real company. 
 
It’s easy to say afterward that some things could have been 
done differently, but I think this has prepared me for coming 
working life. I think that no work process is a straight line 
where you know what to do from the beginning. I have learned 
to see every new task as a new challenge and that is something 
that I am going to take with me on new projects. 
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2018-05-09
Johannes Orstadius (Gemstone expert and researcher in superconductors). He drives the 
company "Ädelstensgruppen" a company that is a wholesaler for gemstones.
 
What are you doing in your job?
We in the “Ädelstensgruppen” buy gemstones that we grind and sell to designers and mainly 
designers in Scandinavia and goldsmiths in the United States. We buy the gemstones 
directly from the mines in Africa and Asia, which we then grind in facilities mainly at Sri 
Lanka in India. The gemstones we sell can be found at retailers selling gemstones jewelry. 
NK in Stockholm, for example, has a jewelry retailer with our gemstones. We develop 
gemstones according to what the customers are looking for. It is a process where we have 
the whole course in our hands.
 
How is the process of investigating the gemstones?
It's complicated. To know which stone type, the basic gemological tests are used. What is 
being investigated is a refractive index, density, and crystal systems. When reading crystal 
systems, use a polariscope. It consists of two polarized glass where you hold the gemstone 
you want to examine between the glasses. You turn the gemstone to be able to visually 
visualize which crystal structure it is. If it looks the same from all directions, for example, 
dark, dark, dark, it's called "cubic" crystal system, but if it turns bright, dark, bright about 
every other, it's another crystal system.

To read if a gemstone is natural or synthetic, other methods are required.
A gemstone can be natural and completely untreated when it comes directly from the 
bedrock, or naturally and treated. A gemstone can also be synthetic when it is manufactured 
in a laboratory or synthetic and treated as it has undergone various treatments.
Heat treatments are common when heating the stone at high temperatures to 1000-2000 
degrees Celsius. The stone melts almost at that temperature. Things happen to matter 
with the material, and you can, for example, change colors and make the gemstone more 
clear and transparent using this treatment.
 
In a natural gemstone, there is something called inclusions that you can see in a microscope. 
Inclusions are other substances, impurities, and particles from the rock that have entered 
the gemstone. This allows you to see if the gemstone has come from the bedrock or been 
manufactured in a laboratory. One can treat a gemstone to achieve different properties 
even with radioactive radiation and different chemicals.
 
Can you fake a gemstone by adding inclusions to a synthetic gemstone?
Yes, you can do that. That's a big problem.
 

Interview



Have you figured out that someone tried to sell gemstones that are synthetic 
with added inclusions to you?
Certainly, when we have been at mines in Nigeria, Sri Lanka and Tanzania recently we 
have encountered those who try to sell imitated gemstones. At the mine they can, for 
example, start by showing gemstones that are from a completely different mine and not 
from the mine they say that it is from. They want to fake and show better gemstones than 
those they have in their own mines to get more pay. The faking is located from the first 
step of the mine. You must always be vigilant. Then there is a scam when they trying to 
sell something that is not a gemstone at all, it could be another material such as glass. It's 
especially when you buy rubies and emeralds that the manufacturers try to add inclusions 
to the synthetic gemstones because otherwise, it will not look natural. When it comes 
to sapphires and diamonds, manufacturers do not care about adding inclusions because 
they are quite clean from inclusions naturally.

To see a difference in gemstones that are "natural", "naturally treated", "synthetic" and 
"treated synthetic", a microscope is used to look at inclusions. You also use more modern 
instruments that read the fluorescence. You will then use different wavelengths on the 
gemstone to see how the gemstone reacts and then measure the fluorescence. You are 
using something called spectrometer for this.
 
What is it that makes the difference in fluorescence of the gemstones?
A diamond that has grown naturally almost always has different inclusions. Of the 
diamonds found naturally, 98 percent have inclusions. It is almost always nitrogen that 
then enters the diamond. The nitrogen then takes places from certain carbon atoms in the 
diamond. When you talk about diamonds you want to have as pure diamonds as possible 
and it's as little nitrogen as possible. The more nitrogen that is present in the diamond, the 
more yellow and brownish the diamond becomes. The excitation states of a diamond with 
nitrogen and a diamond without nitrogen will then be different. At some wavelengths you 
use, maybe it will be the same but on some other wavelengths, there will be a difference. 
You may use blue UV light with 253 nanometers on the diamonds but you do not see 
any difference. If you try to use 243 nanometers then there may be a difference. Short 
wavelengths are the same as higher energy. The nitrogen helps absorb that wavelength 
while a diamond without nitrogen does not. Nitrogen and carbon have different energy 
levels. The nitrogen may have exactly the same energy level as the energy in the form of 
the light, and then the nitrogen will absorb that energy.



How is a synthetic diamond made?
There are 2 different types of synthetic diamonds. Type 1: Made of carbon/graphite 
pressed together with extremely high pressure. Type 2: Manufactured by having a natural 
diamond plate. Then a gas is sprayed against the plate containing carbon atoms, for 
example, methane. You add energy to the gas that causes the carbon atoms to escape 
from the gas and stick to the diamond plate. The plate grows bigger and becomes a larger 
diamond plate.
 
How is the short wavelength used on sapphires, rubies, and emeralds?
Then it's not a matter of nitrogen or not. It's more about how much or how little of a 
substance found in the gemstone. One tested several different wavelengths of several 
thousand different gemstones from different bedrock, using something called the 
spectrograph to read the difference. One wavelength might give a difference between a 
synthetic gemstone and a natural one.
 
What are you using for tools when examining the difference between 
synthetic and natural gemstones out in nature?
There would be more tools needed. A refractometer is used. Unfortunately, it does not 
work on the raw gemstones because it needs a polished surface on the gemstone. Then 
there's a polariscope and a regular telescopic glass.
 
What do you think would be needed on the market for the possibility to 
investigate precious stones that are not available today?
An affordable product that you can take out on the field in nature or on a market that 
can show exactly what chemical composition and can show a chart of how much or how 
little of a particular matter there is in the gemstone. There is such a product that can do 
this and is called XRF but they are very expensive. In a lab, you can use something called 
EDXRF.
 
 What does it cost to submit a gemstone to a laboratory for examination?
You can pay about 1000-2000 SEK.
 
What does it cost to own such an EDXRF?
It costs a around a couple of hundred thousand SEK to one million.
 
What style of clothing and accessories do gemologists use when gemstones 
are about to be examined and purchased?
The style of clothes is often a mix of safari clothes and costumes. Preferably, the accessories 
needed for the examination should be as easy as possible. You usually have accessories, 
for example backpacks and ankle bags.
 
How many gemstones can a gemologist investigate aproximately every 
day?
Often the dealers will come to the room where you work and the gemologist needs a table 
for examination. In some cases it occurs outside. One may examines a few times every 
day.



Making the GemHood 




